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In this lab, we will design a 512-bit SRAM with two 256-bit banks. The word length is 16 
bits.

Below is the summary of the input pins: 



3-8 Decoder (Schematic)

The figure below is the pre-decode system for 3-8 decoder. 



3-8 Decoder (Layout)



SRAM Cell (Schematic) 



SRAM Cell (Layout)



Write/Read MUX (Schematic) 



The figure below shows that nMOS pass transistors ( W = 680nm / L = 45nm) is used to 
design the column write MUX.

The figure below shows that pMOS pass transistors ( W = 450nm / L = 45nm) is used to 
design the column read MUX.



Write/Read MUX (Layout)





Pre-charge (Schematic)

Pre-charge (Layout) 





Sense Amp. (Schematic)

Sense Amp. (Layout) 





Register (Schematic)

Register (Layout) 





Write Path (Schematic)

Write Path (Layout) 





SRAM 8x32 Bank (Schematic)

Each 256-bit SRAM bank was constructed with 8 row, 32 columns. The pre-charge was 
placed at the first row and connected to all the bit line and bit line bars.  



SRAM 8x32 Bank (Layout)

The first row is the pre-charge system and following with 8 SRAM Cells. 





SRAM 512-bit (Schematic)

The SRAM Bank is connected to write/read MUX. 



The write_pass of the MUX is connected to the bit line in Write Path.

The read_pass of the MUX is connected to the bit line in Sense Amp. 



The figure below is the I/O pins of the SRAM 512-bit.

SRAM 512-bit (Layout) 





Read SNM is at least 190mV

Write SNM is at least 395mV



SRAM One Cell (Schematic)

The figure below shows the simulation for the single SRAM Cell with the waveform of the 
operation Write 1!Read!1!Write 0!Read 0.  

 Write 1    Read 1    Write 0    Read 0  
12.57 ps   8.52 ps   11.49 ps   8.52 ps 



SRAM operation: 

During the write operation, the 32-bit input data will be send to the Write Path. The 
addr<3> is going decide which Memory Bank will save the data. After that, the output of 
the Write Path (bit / bit_bar) is pass through the nMOS pass transistors in the MUX and 
stored in the 256-bit SRAM Bank.  

During the read operation, the address we got will decide which word line and which 
Memory Bank to read from. The Sense Amplifier sense the difference in the bit and 
bit_bar when the pMOS pass transistors in the MUX tuns on. 

Register at the output controls the information when it is available at the clock edge as 
the Sense Amplifier sense the difference.  

Summary: 

Area 173.325 x 38.807 = 6726.22328 µm^2 

Complete time: 160 ns 

Clock Frequency: 1/4 ns = 250 MHz

Read 10 data values (32 bit each) from a vector file and write into the SRAM in a 
sequential order starting from the last digit of your USC ID and then read 10 of them in 
the sequence of your USC ID.



SRAM 512-bit (Schematic Waveform) 





SRAM 512-bit (Extracted Waveform) 




